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Abstract: Formic acid (FA) is a promising reservoir for hydrogen storage and distribution. Its
dehydrogenation releases CO2 as a by-product, which limits its practical application. A proof of
concept for a bio-catalytic system that simultaneously combines the dehydrogenation of formic
acid for H2, in-situ capture of CO2 and its re-hydrogenation to reform formic acid is demonstrated.
Enzymatic reactions catalyzed by carbonic anhydrase (CA) and formate dehydrogenase (FDH) under
ambient condition are applied for in-situ CO2 capture and re-hydrogenation, respectively, to develop
a sustainable system. Continuous production of FA from stripped CO2 was achieved at a rate of
40% using FDH combined with sustainable co-factor regeneration achieved by electrochemistry. In
this study, the complete cycle of FA dehydrogenation, CO2 capture, and re-hydrogenation of CO2 to
FA has been demonstrated in a single system. The proposed bio-catalytic system has the potential
to reduce emissions of CO2 during H2 production from FA by effectively using it to recycle FA for
continuous energy supply.

Keywords: hydrogen production; formic acid dehydrogenation; enzymatic carbon capture;
electrochemistry

1. Introduction

Hydrogen (H2) is considered to be a superior energy source because of its high energy retention
efficiency [1]. However, the efficient and safe storage and transport of H2 are major challenges faced
by the H2-based energy industries [2–4]. Recently, formic acid (FA) has been proposed as a convenient
liquid phase carrier of H2 due to its stability under ambient conditions and without compromising on
the energy efficiency [2,5–7]. Although FA can be facilely dehydrogenated into H2 [7–10], the emission
of the greenhouse gas by-product, CO2, hinders the sustainability of FA application for this purpose.

An ideal solution is to develop a FA/CO2 cycle, which is composed of an in-situ CO2 capture
stage and a subsequent re-hydrogenation stage to convert the captured CO2 into FA. Combining the
capture and re-hydrogenation stages within the same cycle avoids the emission of CO2 and regenerates
fresh FA for continuous energy supply without using excessive carbon sources. This concept has been
proposed previously as a prospective energy system [5,11,12] without the emphasis of demonstration.

FA dehydrogenation, the first step of this cycle, has been intensively studied with a focus on
improving gas release efficiency in the form of an H2 and CO2 mixture [5,7]. The use of chemical
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catalysts still remains the state of art for FA dehydrogenation, with research directed towards improving
conversion efficiency and perform reactions at room temperature. Two separate studies have reported
the complete conversion of FA at room temperature using CrAuPd catalyst on silica surface and
PdAuNi alloy nanoparticles supported by graphene nanosheets which have TOF (Turn Over Frequency)
values of 730 mol H2 mol catalyst−1 h−1 [13] and 1090 mol H2 mol metal−1 h−1 [14]. Alternatively,
metal-free catalysts using dialkyborane derivatives achieve 79% FA conversion with TOF = 4.1 h−1

after 19 h [15]. Recent focus has been on generating low-cost process by using non-precious transition
metals (Fe, Co, Ni) immobilized on metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) with 100% H2 selectivity and a
TOF value of 347 h−1 [16]

Separately, several chemical catalytic reactions routes have been demonstrated to convert CO2 to
FA with application in H2 production [5]. However, the combination of in-situ CO2 capture from FA
dehydrogenation has not been investigated. From previous studies of enzymatic CO2 capture from
the atmosphere [17–19], carbonic anhydrase (CA), was demonstrated as a sustainable and efficient
biocatalyst for CO2 capture [20–22] with options for reuse and recycling [23]. Conventionally, the
captured CO2 is converted into calcium carbonate in a solid form after capture for easy storage
and transport. Previous studies have utilized metal catalysts and extreme conditions such as high
temperature, acidic or alkyl conditions, and high pressures for the CO2 re-hydrogenation into
FA [12,21–28]. Recently, formate dehydrogenase (FDH) was demonstrated to be efficient for catalyzing
the interconversion between CO2 and formic acid [29,30]. Also, a combination of CA and FDH have
been employed for the capture and conversion of CO2 to FA [31]. Nevertheless, the utilization of these
two enzymes for the sustainable recycling of FA for H2 production has not been demonstrated.

In this study, we demonstrate a proof of concept for the complete FA/CO2 cycle, including in-situ
CO2 capture and CO2 re-hydrogenation under ambient conditions using the environmentally-friendly
bio-catalytic system, as shown in Scheme 1. In this study, after FA dehydrogenation, the in-situ
absorption of the emitted CO2 catalyzed by CA was investigated. After a heat stripping, the captured
CO2 was directly re-hydrogenated into formic acid by FDH catalyzed the reaction, with regenerated
NADH (Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide) as a cofactor. In addition, the CA influence on CO2

stripping and the reuse of the absorption buffer were also studied.
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Scheme 1. Recycling of Formic acid (FA) using the biocatalytic system with enzyme carbonic anhydrase
(CA) and formate dehydrogenase (FDH). 1—Chemical conversion of FA to H2 and CO2; 2—in-situ
CO2 capture as bicarbonate in solution by CA; 3—stripping of CO2 using heat; 4—conversion of heat
stripped CO2 to FA by FDH using co-factor Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH).
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Chemicals: All the materials and chemicals were of analytical grade and used as received without
further purification. Ethanol amine, sodium carbonate, sodium bicarbonate, Tris-HCl, sodium chloride,
imidazole, bromophenol blue, phosphate buffer saline (PBS) tablets, formic acid, Palladium on carbon
(Pd/C) (Sigma-Aldrich Sydney, Australia), β-Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide hydrate (NAD),
β-Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide hydrate reduced salt (NADH), and kanamycin were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich (Sydney, Australia). FDH from Candida boidinii was purchased from Megazyme
(Wicklow, Ireland). Enzyme purity was determined using SDS-PAGE 4–12% Bis-Tris Bolt gels and
stained with SimplyBlueTM Safe Stain (LC6060, Thermofisher Scientific, Scoresby, VIC, Australia). The
pET28a plasmid harboring the bovine carbonic anhydrase gene was a kind gift from A. Prof. Victoria
Haritos, used to express and produce CA in E. coli.

2.2. Expression and Purification of CA

The enzyme bovine carbonic anhydrase (CA) was expressed in E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells using
Terrific Broth growth media by the Auto–Induction method with 0.2% (v/v) lactose as inducer [32].
Expression cultures were inoculated with 2% (v/v) of inoculum and initially grown at 37 ◦C at 200 rpm
for 3–4 h; followed by protein expression at 20 ◦C for 16–18 h. Cells were harvested at 10,000 rpm
for 10 min and lysed by sonication in lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA
(Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid), 0.5% Triton-X100). Following centrifugation, the supernatant was
purified by Immobilized Metal Affinity chromatography (IMAC) (Profinity IMAC, Biorad laboratories,
Gladesville, NSW, Australia). CA was eluted using 200 mM imidazole in 50 mM Tris-HCl + 0.5 M NaCl
pH 8.0 buffer and the pure protein fractions were buffer exchanged (G25 Sephadex, GE Healthcare)
against 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 8.0). Samples were analyzed using 4–12% Bolt Bis–Tris precast gels
at 165 V for 40 min and protein bands were stained using SimplyBlueTM Safe Stain.

2.3. FA Decomposition and CO2 Absorption

FA decomposition reaction was conducted by following the method of previous research [33].
The Pd/C catalyst used in this study is a black powder with 10 wt. % Pd loaded on activated carbon,
having a boiling point of 2963 ◦C and a melting point of 1554.69 ◦C. The Pd/C catalyst (213 mg) was
kept in a two-necked round-bottom flask. One neck was connected to a gas-proof cylinder filled with
water, and the other was connected to a pressure-equalization funnel to introduce FA aqueous solution
(1 M, 10.0 mL). The catalytic reaction was started after the FA solution was added into the flask with
magnetic stirring (300 rpm) maintained at ambient temperature (25 ◦C). The volume of the gas that
evolved from the reaction was measured by the reduction of water level in the cylinder. For CO2

absorption, a glass tube filled with 35 mL different buffers (50 mM NaHCO3, 50 mM ethanolamine, and
50 mM NaHCO3 with 3 mL purified CA elution, respectively. The pH of all the buffers were adjusted
to 9.5) were added between the flask and the cylinder. Then, the gas was passed through the buffer
before collecting into the cylinder. The whole laboratory set-up including FA dehydrogenation and
CO2 absorption units is shown schematically as stage-1 in Figure S1.

2.4. CO2 Stripping from Buffers

The stripping of CO2 was conducted by incubating buffers in 85 ◦C water bath for 15 min with
gentle shaking. The volume of stripped gas was measured by a water cylinder, as in Section 2.3. For
the stripped CO2 used for hydrogenation, a balloon was connected with buffer flask to collect the
stripped CO2 and then moved for hydrogenation (stage-2, Figure S1).
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2.5. CO2 Hydrogenation

The CO2 hydrogenation was conducted by following a previous method [34]. Typically,
200 µL FDH was added into 20 mL PBS buffer (0.1 M pH 7.4) containing 4 mM NADH. Then,
the balloon with the collected CO2 was plugged into the above buffer flask and incubated at room
temperature (stage-3, Figure S1). Samples were taken at regular intervals of 5–10 min up to 1 h for
spectrophotometric measurements.

2.6. Electrochemical Regeneration of NADH

The electrochemical regeneration of NADH was conducted by following a previous method [34].
The experiment was conducted in a plastic beaker. Platinum wire (2 cm/10 mL) was used as the anode
and copper foil (10 mm2/mL buffer) was used as the cathode. Ag/AgCl electrode was used as reference
electrode using a potential of 650 mV. The reaction was purged with argon gas for half an hour before
the reaction and purged continuously until the complete regeneration of NADH. Then, the samples
were taken at 15, 30, 60, 90, 150 min for spectrophotometric measurements.

2.7. Gas Chromatography and Spectrophotometric Measurements

Gas analyses were performed on GC-7820 with thermal conductivity detector (TCD) and
HP-MOLESIEVE column. (Detection limit: ~10 ppm). Hydrogen detection was conducted using
Nitrogen as the transport gas at a speed of 3 mL/min with a split ratio of 5:1. The CO2 gas detection was
conducted under similar conditions with a split ratio of 4:1. GC analysis of gas samples was performed
using two Agilent 7820 Gas Chromatographs with TCD detection. Hydrogen gas was detected on one
machine with Agilent HP PLOT Molesieve 26 m × 320 µm × 12 µm column, Nitrogen carrier with a
column flow of 2 mL/min. Isothermal condition at 30 degrees C. Inlet in split mode set at 10:1. CO2 gas
was detected on the other GC with a short HP PLOT Molesieve 4 m × 320 µm × 0.12 µm column with
Helium carrier at 3 mL/min. The isothermal condition was set at 230 degrees C. Inlet in split mode was
set at 4:1.

Gas sampling from the collection balloon was performed with a syringe immediately prior to
injection into the GC. The NADH was measured with UV-vis absorption by the following method
applied in previous research [34].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Evaluation of Simultaneous FA Decomposition and CO2 Absorption

In this study, simultaneous FA decomposition and capture of emitted CO2 were achieved within
a single system. A typical Pd/C catalyst [8] was applied for the FA decomposition resulting in the
generation of CO2 and H2, which were confirmed by gas chromatography (Figure 1).

FA decomposition produced a total gas volume (H2 + CO2) of 225 mL with 93 mL of CO2 evolved
after a total reaction time of 160 min (Figure 2). To reduce CO2 emission, various buffers were used to
capture CO2 and their absorption capacities were evaluated. As a conventional approach, ethanolamine
buffer was used as one of the capture solvents in our study due to its high absorptive capacity [35]
and popularity in power generation industries [36]. To test the enzymatic CO2 capture, purified CA
(Figure S2) dissolved in NaHCO3 buffer along with NaHCO3 buffer alone as control were evaluated in
separate experiments. Maximum CO2 capture was achieved when CA in NaHCO3 was used as capture
solvent resulting in 26 mL of emitted CO2. This was a 40% reduction in emission when compared
to using NaHCO3 buffer alone (emitted CO2 44 mL). Though ethanolamine buffer indicated better
absorptive capacity than NaHCO3 buffer alone, the emitted CO2 was higher (37 mL) than the CA
buffer (Figure 2).

By incorporating in-situ enzymatic CO2 capture along with FA decomposition, almost three
quarters of the CO2 evolved from FA decomposition was captured. The CO2 capture and temporary
storage in ionic buffer state allow easy stripping and reuse to further produce compounds such as solid
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carbonate [37–39] as a traditional approach or value-added bulk and fine chemical compounds [40]
and even recycling into FA again, as demonstrated in following sections.
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3.2. CO2 Strip from Different Buffers after Absorption

In this study, the CO2 stripping by simple heating method was performed. As demonstrated
by Figure 3a, after heating, there was 52.5 mL CO2 stripped from the CA buffer, and the strip rate
(Vstrip/Vabsorb) was 78% (Figure 3b). The stripped CO2 from ethanolamine buffer was a few more than
that from NaHCO3 buffer, with a volume of 38.2 mL and 35 mL, respectively. However, compared with
the CA buffer and NaHCO3 buffer, the strip rate of ethanolamine buffer was the lowest (Figure 3b).
After absorption in ethanolamine buffer, CO2 can react with the primary and secondary amine to form
amino carbonate [18]. On the other hand, with CA as biocatalyst, the CO2 molecule is captured in
buffer under equilibrium between CO2 (aq) molecules and HCO3

− anions. Therefore, the restoration
of CO2 from ethanolamine buffer requires more energy than from CA buffer. Thus, the strip rate of CA
buffer was higher than ethanolamine buffer. As results show, the CA buffer not only indicated the best
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absorptive capacity, but also revealed the best strip rate. Next, we also investigated the reusability
of stripped buffers (Figure S3). Although all buffers indicated reasonable reusability, the CA buffer
did not show a significant impact compared with the other two buffers. This can be attributed to
the denaturation of CA under high temperature (85 ◦C) during the stripping process. This has been
confirmed in an independent experiment where high-temperature conditions of 50 ◦C and 85 ◦C
showed a reduction of CA activity by 11% and 80%, respectively (Figure S4). This can be overcome by
using thermostable enzymes [41] or by immobilization of enzyme onto solid supports to enhance the
stability and ease separation of the enzyme prior to stripping [38,39,42]. Under all these CO2 capture
conditions, the production of H2 gas was not influenced (Figure S5).
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3.3. Enzymatic Hydrogenation of CO2 Using Formate Dehydrogenase

Conventionally, approaches used to convert captured CO2 to FA use either electrochemical or
chemical catalytic processes [43,44]. The direct CO2 hydrogenation using chemical catalysts like
ruthenium and phosphino-based [25] or iron catalysts [7], requires extreme conditions of temperature
and pressure (110 ◦C and 130 bar) [43]. Direct CO2 hydrogenation to FA also results in the formation of
methanol as an additional product [45]. In addition, to the requirement of such extreme conditions, the
final FA formed is very dilute and requires additional extraction or distillation steps to obtain pure FA.
In nature, formate dehydrogenase enzymes [46] catalyze the reversible interconversion of CO2 and
formate under mild conditions of pH and temperature using water as a solvent. In this study, we use
FDH with NADH as co-factor for the hydrogenation of captured CO2 (Figure 4a). By directly adding
4 mM NADH as an initial concentration into the reaction mixture, FDH was able to convert captured
CO2 into FA with an increase in reaction rate observed during the first 20 min after which it plateaued
to a final FA production quantity of 1.6 mM (Figure 4b). For a similar enzymatic CO2 hydrogenation,
typical FA product titers of 0.544 g/L and 0.497 g/L for free FDH and immobilized FDH respectively
have been reported [31]. Enzymatic reactions are highly selective with minimal by-product formation,
therefore by using FDH to hydrogenate CO2, the formation of by-products such as methanol has been
avoided thereby improving FA yield in this recycling process for H2 production.

NADH is an essential co-factor for FDH, its efficiency is highly dependent on the NADH
concentration as a hydrogen donor. Therefore, its oxidized form (NAD+) must be replenished back to
NADH in order to have continued FA production. The regeneration of NADH as a separate step using
additional enzymes and substrates can add to the process cost. In order to develop a self-sustaining
FA production and recycling system, our approach has incorporated an electrochemical method
for NADH regeneration step within the CO2 hydrogenation step. The subsequent reaction releases
hydrogen ion by the electrolysis of water using platinum and copper as electrodes using 650 mV
of electric potential [34]. It is noteworthy to compare the minimal potential used in our set-up for
NADH regeneration as opposed to the conventional requirement of 1.23 V required to produce H2 gas
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by electrolysis of water [47]. This can significantly reduce costs when considering the design of the
electrochemical set-up that can eventually translate to lower H2 gas cost. The reaction profile for FA
production with regenerated NADH showed a trend of initial rate increase similar to the process using
fresh NADH which was followed by steady FA production (Figure 4c).
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Furthermore, the effect of initial NAD+ concentration on NADH production rate was studied.
At NAD+ concentration of 10 mM, the NADH concentration increased continuously until a steady
quantity of 1.3 mM was produced (Figure 5a). A further increase of NAD+ initial concentration to
27 mM did not impact the production rate but yielded a higher final NADH concentration of 3.5 mM
(Figure 5b). In this way, a constant production rate of NADH can be achieved that continuously feeds
FDH for steady FA production. Therefore, by onetime addition of NAD+ to the initial electrochemical
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set-up and coupling with FDH, the system can become self-sufficient with the net reaction driven
towards FA production.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, we demonstrate the proof of concept for the complete recycling of formic acid
for the H2 gas production process. We have combined chemical, biocatalytic, and electrochemical
reactions within a single set-up for efficient formic acid regeneration and reuse. By simultaneous H2

production with in-situ enzymatic CO2 capture, 72% of CO2 produced by formic acid decomposition
was efficiently transferred to the next process step. Following heat stripping, 78% of the captured CO2

was recovered and directly fed for hydrogenation into formic acid by FDH. We have achieved the
steady in-situ regeneration of NADH by electrolysis of water to boost the efficiency of FDH, an aspect
that has great savings for large-scale practical applications since NADH is a high-cost molecule (bulk
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price per mole—3000 USD) [48] and the stoichiometric supply is not economically viable. Lastly, the
entire process has been designed to work under mild reaction conditions with the exception of the CO2

stripping step and therefore could translate to low process costs due to reduced energy consumption.
In conclusion, the concept of an environmentally friendly, sustainable, low-cost formic acid recycle has
been proposed and demonstrated. We believe this process to have the potential to address some of the
impending issues around H2 gas production from FA and to have a positive impact on the economics
of H2 as an energy carrier.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2311-5629/5/2/22/s1.
The supplementary information includes Figure S1: Schematic representation of complete laboratory set-up
for FA recycle process, Figure S2: SDS-PAGE results of recombinantly expressed and purified CA, Figure S3:
Re-absorption capacities of recycled strip buffers, Figure S4: Relative activity of heat treated CA enzyme and
methodology for CA activity assay, Figure S5: Gas chromatography profile of H2 formation, Figure S6: Standard
curves for quantification of H2, CO2 and air measurements using gas chromatography.
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